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The effective interaction which determines the elastic scattering of

heavy composite systems consists of a "bare" real potential V, normally

identified with the folding model, a renormalization term or "polarization

potential" AV and an imaginary "absorptive potential" iW. The latter

contributions originate from the couplings to intrinsic degrees of freedom.

While IW is a conspicuous feature of all optical model analyses, the related
1term AV has received relatively l i t t l e attention until recently.

the microscopic structure of AV+1W using second-order semi-classical

perturbation theory. In particular, we focus on the long-range part of AV

which is governed by single-particle ransfer reactions between the colliding

systems.

The elastic scattering amplitude for two spinless nuclei can be

written generally as
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where g£ is the real partial wave shift due to the bare potential V. The

reaction amplitude a, incorporates al l the effects of coupling to intrinsic

degrees of freedom. Using second-order semi-classical perturbation theory we

have
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where V is the coupling interaction, HuY is the excitation energy of the

intermediate state with respect to the elastic channel and the time integral

is along the trajectory of relative motion. If the coupling effects were

incorporated into an effective potential AU we would have a new phase shift

? . Expanding the corresponding S-matrix to leading order and using a serai-

classical expression for the change in the phase shift gives

2ig 218 j °>
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Thus, we can identify the integral of AU with the second-order contribution to

the reaction amplitude.

The final step of extracting a local potential involves expanding
2 3about the turning point. ' The result is
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Notice that a measures the interaction contact ti^e. The real part of I

determines the absorptive potential W. It is given by n Gaussian,

Re IU) - tia2 e" M CT

The resulting V corresponds to the expression derived in Ref. 2. The

imaginary part of I which determines AV can be written as a principal-value

integral3
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_The_drawinR,-in.. Fig.. 1 shows a plot of these two functions. Notice that

negative frequencies u correspond to positive Q-value transfer reactions where

energy is gained when going to the intermediate state.

We see from these results that the more typical positive frequency

transitions give rise to an attractive polarization potential. An important



Fig. 1 Real an] imaginary
parts of I(o>).
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Fig. 2. Calculated polarization
and absorption potentials due to
nucleon transfer. A typical real
potential is shown for comparison.

feature to note is the slow fall-off ot"

the polarization for lt.rge frequencies,

explicitly Im I(w) -»• - /TIO/W. This

shows that when the collision time is

too long to appreciably excite typical

nuclear transitions there will s t i l l be

polarization effects due to the virtual

excitation of these states. It is also

clear from Fig. 1 that when the trans-

itions are "in tune" with the collision

time (us ~ If a) the polarization and

absorption should have comparable mag-

nitudes. This is an interesting

observation because the absorption in

empirical analyses typically amounts to

a large fraction of the total effective

interaction.

It was shown in Ref. 2 how the

long-ranged single-particle transfer

processes govern tlv» absorptive poten-

tial U at large distances. We have

repeated this type of calculation to

find the corresponding AV. This entails

calculating the coj^pllng interactions

for transfer using single-particle wave

functions and taking the optimum Q-value

and angular momentum transfer into

account. We include single neutron/

proton pick-up/stripping reactions,

among valence orbitals. Some results

for the 16(M-88Sr system are shown in

Fig. 2. It is seen here that AV is

predicted to be as large as the

corresponding U.
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The expressions for AV and W

Implicitly depend on the bombarding

energy through the collision time.

The microscopic calculations for

16O+208Pb in Fig. 3 show how the

magnitudes of AV and W vary with

energy. These results are consistent

with recent observations for this

system.*
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Fig. 3 Calculated energy depend-
ence of the polarization and
absorption potentials.
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